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Forest Vegetation Restoration Needs 
Across Washington and Oregon 
US Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Region 


The Nature Conservancy, Washington 


The Nature Conservancy, Oregon 







Shared Information Needs 


• Goal: Restoration of resilient forest landscapes 
and healthy communities 


 


• Region wide - where, how much, what types 
of forest management? 







Shared Information Needs 


• Quantifying the need (funding!) 


 


• Telling the story 


 


• Setting the context 


 







USFS – TNC OR – TNC WA 


• Active / passive restoration “needs” 


 


• Same data (Landfire) 


 


• Similar logic and assumptions 
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Joint USFS-TNC Analysis! 


• Mapping forest types (ILAP PVT) 


• Reference conditions (Landfire BpS) 


• Current conditions (GNN) 


• Active, passive restoration logic 


 


• Build a durable process! 


 


 


 







Key considerations 


• Regional scales only – does not apply to 
project level! 


 


• Reference NRV does NOT equal DFC 


 


• Vegetation only 


 


• Does not consider spatial patterns 


 


 


 







Stay tuned… 


• Phase 1: Eastern OR and WA (plus SW OR) 


– June ‘13… 


 


• Phase 2: All forests of OR and WA 


 


• Phase 3: Expanded to non-forested (?) 


 


 


 







Landfire BpS (BioPhysical Settings) 


Early Dev. 


Mid Dev. 
Open Can. 


Mid Dev. 
Closed Can. 


Late Dev. 
Open Can. 


Late Dev. 
Closed Can. 


• Successional Classes 


– “Natural range of variability” 


– Current conditions 
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How Wildfire Affects Our Management       
 of the Landscape, and How Can We 


 Use it as a Tool?             
 







Truisms 


• Upward trend in wildfire acres over past 30 
years 


• Trend likely to continue into the future 







 







Truisms 


• Public forest landscapes not well prepared for 
fire 


• More people in/near public forests, influences 
priorities for fire and fuels management  







Truisms 


• There are differences in “presettlement” 
wildfire regime and fire effects between dry 
forest and moist forest 


• Fire exclusion has caused impacts in dry 
forests that are easy to see 


• We can develop zones of agreement about 
appropriate treatments  







Current Forest Conditions for Ponderosa Pine and Dry 
Mixed Conifer  Forests on National Forest Lands in the 


Blue Mountains  


 







 







Fire and Fuels Management in 
Moist Mixed Conifer Forests 


• Truisms? 







Current Forest Conditions for Mesic Mixed Conifer 
Forests on National Forest Lands in the Blue Mountains  


 







• Fewer problem fires 


• Shorter fire season 


• Traditional fuels management is focused on 
protection, not restoration 


Fire Management in Moist Mixed Conifer Forests 







Take Homes 


• Important differences between pine/dry 
mixed conifer and mesic mixed conifer 


• Restoration objectives easier to agree on  in 
dry sites 


• Moist forest treatments more aimed at 
protection, less agreement on restoration 


• Dry mixed conifer forest act same as pine 
forest, not same as moist mixed conifer 








Northwest Connections 


All things are connected:  the land, the animals and the people 



































Mixed Conifer – Challenges (and Opportunities?) 
 
•No social agreement about implications for wildlife habitat – lynx 
key in N. Rockies. 
 
•Is it restoration, or is it forest stewardship?  No clear messaging 
around how it constitutes restoration. 
 
•Confusion about the goal:  


• Protect and promote big seral species trees?  
• Regenerate seral species?   
• Allow wildfire to play a better role in restoring the landscape?   
• Promote community benefit? 


 
 


 
 
 











“Conservation is not merely a thing to be enshrined in  
outdoor museums; it is a way of living on the land.” 


                                                                                                                 - Aldo Leopold 








Restoring and Managing Mixed Conifer Forests in the Pacifi c Northwest


Workshop Agenda • April 15-16, 2013


Monday, April 15 


9:00 – 11am  Registration


11:00 am  Welcome and introductions (Location: Columbia Room)
 Alaina Pomeroy, Sustainable Northwest
 Jamie Barbour, PNW Research Station, US Forest Service 


11:15 am Background information, overview and a review of perspectives from the fi eld (Location: Columbia Room)
 This opening panel will frame the meeting and set the context for discussions over the next two days. 


Researchers will help get everyone on the same page by providing a defi nition and introduction to the 
mixed conifer forest types. In ‘lightning’ round style, diverse meeting participants will provide their 
perspectives on some of the biggest challenges and questions facing managers and collaborative groups. 


 Panelists: 


• Tom Spies, Research Forester, PNW Research Station, US Forest Service 


• John Bailey, Associate Professor, College of Forestry, Oregon State University 


• Susan Jane Brown, Staff  Attorney, Western Environmental Law Center 


• Lindsay Warness, Forest Policy Analyst, Boise Cascade


• Pete Caligiuri, Forest Ecologist, The Nature Conservancy


 Moderator: Alaina Pomeroy, Sustainable Northwest


The overarching goals of this meeting include: 


1) Provide an opportunity for multi-way communication and dialogue between practitioners and scientists; 


2) Learn from others and share experiences from the ground; 


3) Review and discuss the available science on mixed conifer and implications for forest management; 


4) Identify challenges and information gaps that still remain; and 


5) Identify and discuss strategies and tools to move forward.







12:15 pm Update on the eastside science synthesis report “The Ecology and Management of Moist Mixed Conifer 
Forests in Eastern Oregon and Washington; A Synthesis of the Relevant Science and Implications for Future 
Management” (Location: Columbia Room)


 This synthesis of scientifi c literature and recent fi ndings is intended to provide forest managers with a 
concise but comprehensive overview of our current understanding. This report focuses on the “moist mixed 
conifer” forest types in the interior Pacifi c Northwest of eastern Oregon and Washington. It covers a relatively 
large land area (almost 10 million acres) and there is considerable uncertainty about some of the ecological 
relationships and what the appropriate management strategies should be. Forest Service land managers 
have not treated much of this forest type in recent years because of limited scientifi c knowledge, lack of up-
to-date management guidelines, and lack of consensus among stakeholders. For this eff ort, a team of experts 
consisting of scientists from USDA Forest Service R&D and academia is reviewing the relevant literature, 
compiling a bibliography, and synthesizing the state of knowledge on moist mixed conifer forests, their 
condition and management options.


 Speakers: Tom Spies, Research Forester, PNW Research Station, US Forest Service 


 Moderator: Janean Creighton, Oregon State University, College of Forestry


1:30 pm  Lunch (Location: Shoreline Room)


2:15 pm Perspectives from the fi eld: The evolution of the North Eastern Washington Forestry Coalition’s 
management and restoration of mixed conifer on the Colville NF (Location: Columbia Room)


 The goal of this panel is to talk about the history and evolution of the North Eastern Washington Forestry 
Coalition’s work to promote restoration and management of mixed conifer on the Colville National Forest. 
NEWFC has made signifi cant progress on projects in the ‘active management area’. Panelists will describe 
their eff orts to create guidelines for mixed conifer and mesic forests. They will discuss how they brought the 
best science to the table to develop recommendations, what those recommendations were, and how the 
Forest Service implements these guidelines to build the greatest level of support for their projects. Additional 
topics include: What is the role of science and of compromise within the collaborative group? How does the 
evolution of the available science and the social context impact their work together?


 Panelists: 


• Lloyd McGee, Eastern WA Forests Program Manager, The Nature Conservancy 


• David Hefl ick, Conservation Associate, Conservation Northwest 


• Derek Churchill, Forest Ecologist, University of Washington 


• Scott Brogan, Silviculturist, Colville National Forest, US Forest Service


 Moderator: Alaina Pomeroy, Sustainable Northwest


3:30 pm Break (Snacks will be served in the break out rooms)


3:45 pm Break-out group discussion
 Each participant has been assigned a break-out group. It is listed on the back of your name tag. 


 Facilitators: 


 Group 1: Emily Jane Davis, Ecosystem Workforce Program (Location: Columbia Room 1) 


 Group 2: Patrick Shannon, Sustainable Northwest (Location: Columbia Room 2)


 Group 3: Melanie Parker, Northwest Connections (Location: Shoreline Room 1)


 Group 4: Marnie Criley, Watershed Consulting, LLC (Location: Shoreline Room 2)


 Each group will discuss the following topics: 


 • What challenges and/or questions do groups in the PNW region face? 


 • What seem to be the areas of scientifi c consensus and agreement? 


 • What are the research or information gaps that remain? 


 • What strategies are groups in the PNW region using to address these challenges and build agreement
  around management of mixed conifer? 







5:00 pm  Workshop adjourns


6:00 - 8pm Mixed conifer poster session and networking reception (Location: Riverview Room; Hearty appetizers) 
 Scientists and academics share their research results and get input and feedback from practitioners. 


Presenters are challenged to create posters that speak to a practitioner audience. 


Tuesday, April 16


7:30 am Breakfast (Location: Shoreline Room)


8:30 am Re-cap of the previous day and agenda review (Location: Columbia Room)
 Facilitators report out from the previous days break-out sessions and highlight one key ‘take-away’ or question 


to pose to the group. Quick review of the agenda for the day.


 Moderator: Alaina Pomeroy, Sustainable Northwest


9:00 am Perspectives from the Southwestern Crown of the Continent Collaborative, Montana: Strategies to identify 
zones of agreement in mixed severity, mixed conifer forests (Location: Columbia Room)


 The lionshare of the Southwest Crown is made up of mixed severity, mixed conifer forests and our panelists 
are deeply involved in diff erent collaborative eff orts in that landscape. They will discuss the Montana Forest 
Restoration Committee’s development of principles for work in mixed severity fi re regimes, how they have put 
these principles in action and where they want to go in the future. They will also describe the challenges they 
face with mixed severity and mixed conifer restoration and management, especially regarding threatened and 
endangered species, and fi re. Finally, they will provide strategies for making progress in the face of uncertain 
science including experimental approaches to project design.


 Panelists: 


 • Marnie Criley, Watershed Consulting, LLC, and Steering Committee Member, Montana Forest Restoration
  Committee 


 • Melanie Parker, Executive Director, Northwest Connections, and Co-chair of the Southwestern Crown 
  Collaborative


 • Travis Belote, Research Ecologist, The Wilderness Society 


 Moderator: Jim Johnson, Oregon State University


Join us for a fun and educational poster session!







10:00 am Mixed conifer and disturbances: fi re, insects and disease, climate change (Location: Columbia Room)
 Panelists will discuss historic range of variability, potential vegetation of a site, how that changes with and


without disturbance, and how we think about fi re intensity and severity in mixed conifer stands. They will 
review the use of the “zones of agreement” concept, diff erences in mixed conifer dry and moist, and developing 
treatment objectives.


 Panelists: 


 • Bill Aney, Acting Eastside Strategy Coordinator, PNW Region, USDA Forest Service: How does wildland 


  fi re aff ect our management of the landscape and how can we use it as a tool? 


 • Garrett Meigs, PhD Candidate in the College of Forestry, Oregon State University: Insect/landscape fi re 
  interactions


 • James Dickinson, Forester, Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest: Climate change eff ects


 Moderator: Tom DeMeo, Pacifi c Northwest Region, US Forest Service


11:00 am Economics and the management and restoration of mixed conifer forests (Location: Columbia Room)
 Facilitators will present the diff erent economic and social questions, values, and impacts that have been 


raised surrounding mixed conifer management and then facilitate a group discussion about this issue and 
ways to better monitor social and economic impacts. 


 Speaker: Cassandra Moseley, Director, Ecosystem Workforce Program, University of Oregon


12:00 pm Lunch (Location: Shoreline Room)


1:00 pm Strategies to take a landscape-scale approach in mixed conifer (Location: Columbia Room)
 Panelists will describe current eff orts to take a landscape-scale approach for mixed conifer management and 


restoration. They will provide perspectives on the following: Why is this approach a good one in terms of our 
current understanding of mixed conifer science? What are the implications for increasing the pace and scale 
of restoration? How can other forests/areas begin to use these approaches? 


 Panelists:


 • James Dickinson, Forester, Okanogan-Wenatchee NF and PNW Research Lab, US Forest Service: Okanogan-
  Wenatchee Landscape Restoration Strategy


 • Joshua Halofsky, Ecologist, Washington State Department of Natural Resources: Taking the landscape 
  perspective: The Integrated Landscape Assessment Project  


 • Tom DeMeo, Regional Ecologist, Pacifi c Northwest Region, US Forest Service: Assessment of forest 


  vegetation restoration needs in the Forest Service Pacifi c Northwest Region 


 • Ryan Haugo, Ecologist, The Nature Conservancy: Forest vegetation restoration needs across Washington 


  and Oregon


 Moderator: Jamie Barbour, PNW Research Station, US Forest Service


2:00 pm Break (Snacks will be served in the break-out rooms.)


2:15 pm Break-out group discussion 
 The larger group will break into four smaller groups based on the national forest and/or collaborative group 


that is most relevant for their work/community.


 Group 1: Colville and Okanogan-Wenatchee (Location: Columbia Room 1)


 Facilitator: Melanie Parker, Northwest Connections 


 Group 2: Giff ord Pinchot and Mt. Hood (Location: Columbia Room 2)


 Facilitator: Marnie Criley, Watershed Consulting, LLC


 Group 3: Wallowa-Whitman, Umatilla and Malheur (Location: Shoreline Room 1)


 Facilitator: Patrick Shannon, Sustainable Northwest







 Group 4: Fremont-Winema, Deschutes and Ochoco (Location: Shoreline Room 2)


 Facilitator: Emily Jane Davis, Ecosystem Workforce Program


 Each group will discuss the following topics: 
 • What seem to be the areas of scientifi c consensus and agreement? 
 • What are the research or information gaps that remain? 
 • What are the important ‘take-aways’ from the meeting and next steps at home?


3:30 pm  Closing panel: Strategies to move forward and proceed with uncertain science (Location: Columbia Room)
 Panelist presentations will focus on the following: 1) strategies to move forward and proceed with uncertain or 


‘dueling’ science, 2) how to best utilize science in the collaborative process, and 3) how to increase ‘multi-way’ 
communication between scientists and practitioners and collaborative group members. 


 Panelists:


 • Rob Mangold, Acting Station Director, PNW Research Station, US Forest Service 


 • John Laurence, Forest Supervisor, Wallowa-Whitman National Forest, US Forest Service


 Moderator: Rick Brown, Defenders of Wildlife, Retired


4:30 pm Wrap-up and next steps
 Discuss next steps 


5:00 pm Adjourn 
 See everyone soon! 


About the Northwest Fire Science Consortium:


The Northwest Fire Science Consortium is a multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional network consisting of federal 


and state agencies, non-governmental organizations, universities, and private landowners within Washington 


and Oregon. We are part of a national network of Consortia established by the Joint Fire Science Program to 


accelerate the awareness, understanding and adoption of wildland fi re science. The NWFSC can help you get 


connected with managers, practitioners, scientists, and local communities and collaboratives working on fi re 


issues on forest and range lands in the Northwest. 


The goals of the NWFSC are:


• Improve access to wildland fi re science for federal, tribal, state, local, and private stakeholders in Oregon 


and Washington.


• Facilitate communication, knowledge exchange, and learning between fi re science searchers and fi re sci-


ence users.


• Promote opportunities for collaboration and participatory research.


For more information:


Visit the Northwest Fire Science Consortium website: www.nwfi rescience.org


Contact: Janean Creighton, janean.creighton@oregonstate.edu







This workshop was brought to you by the Northwest Fire Science Consortium


Steering Committee Members:


Ecosystem Workforce Program, University of Oregon


US Forest Service Pacifi c Northwest Research Station


US Forest Service Regional Offi  ce


National Forest System Ecology Program


Oregon State University


OSU Forestry & Natural Resources Extension Program


The Center for Natural Lands Management 


Sustainable Northwest 


Thank you to our meeting sponsors!


Pacifi c Northwest Region 
Ecology Program








Restoring Heterogeneity at Multiple Scales in 
Mixed Conifer Forests  


Derek Churchill   


Stewardship Forestry 


April 15, 2013 







Restoration Goals 


Restoration: the process of assisting the recovery of 
resilience and adaptive capacity of ecosystems that have 
been degraded, damaged, or destroyed. (CFLRP 2012) 
 
 


Ecological resilience: the capacity of a system to absorb 
disturbance and reorganize while undergoing change so as 
to still retain essentially the same function, structure, 
identity, and feedbacks (Walker et al., 2004).  
 
 


Adaptive capacity:  Response and re-alignment to climate 
change 
 
 







- Agee, J.K. 1998. Landscape ecology of western fire regimes. Northwest Science 72: 24-34 


Resilience & Heterogeneity 


• Pattern matters: fire, insects, habitat, snow retention, etc.  
 


• Self reinforcing mosaic: needs disturbance & mortality  
 


• Fire, insects, root disease necessary parts of system 


Resilience    Heterogeneity at Multiple Scales 















Heterogeneity at Multiple Scales?? 


Cool idea, how do you do it ?  







Guiding Principles: 
1. Set up landscape so future wildfires burn at mixed severity 


 
2. Landscape: range of patch sizes (structure/cover)  


 
3. Within-stand variability: skips, openings, & variable thinning 


 
4. Power law principle: Lots of small patches, few big patches 


Heterogeneity at Multiple Scales?? 







Unit 82


±1:4,000


Landscape Hierarchy 
Level Extent Grain 


Project Area - Watershed 10k-50kha Stands 


Stands 1-1000ha Tree-neighborhoods 
Tree Neighborhoods: sub-patches 0.1 – 1ha Clumps, individuals, openings. 







Objectives: 
 


• Restore Resilience & Adaptive Capacity 
 


• Habitat 
• Maintain/increase: Large-tree, closed, multi-layered 
• Increase Large tree, open, mosaic  


 
• WUI: reduce risk of large, high severity fires 


 
• Maintain aquatic functions 


 
• Forest health for future wood production 


 


Power Lake Project 







Power Lake Project 


MAP of project Area  


Northern Rocky Mountains 
 
2800 – 3800’ 
 
Moderate Topographic 
Complexity 
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Power Lake Project 


MAP of project Area  


PAGS:  
• Dry DF – PP 


 
• Mesic GF-DF 
• Mesic Cedar – Hemlock  


 
• Moist Cedar-Hemlock 


 
Diverse Forest Types 
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Mixed Severity Fire Regime 


- Agee, J.K. 2005. The complex nature of mixed severity fire regimes. Seattle, WA: University of Washington. 







 
HRV Analysis 
 
Low on LT – open-
mosaic     (Structure 
Stage 7, OFSS) 
. 
High on YFMS & UR & 
OFMS: SS: 4, 5, 6 


 
Shift towards fire 
tolerant species: WL, 
PP, WP 
 
Pattern out of whack! 
 


 
 ±


0 1 20.5
Miles


Watershed- Project  Level 











Historical Current  


Hessburg et al. 2007. re-examining fire severity relations in pre-management era mixed conifer forests. Landscape Ecology: (23) 
725-740 


Watershed- Project  Level 


No landscape prescription: pattern analysis to guide us! 







Hallin, W.E., 1959. The application of unit area control in the management of ponderosa-Jeffrey pine at Blacks Mountain 
Experimental Forest, US Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin 1191.  


Stand Level 
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      Adaptive Management 


 


Basal Area 
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Stand Level 















Stand Level 
Patch 
Type 


Function Size Range/Density 


No-thin 
skips 


- Mimic areas “skipped” by fire 
- Protect biological hotspots 
- High canopy cover, multistory areas. 
- Deadwood & disturbance:insects,fire 


- Large: 1- 5+ acres 
- Small: 0.1 - 0.5 ac 
 


Openings - Mimic high severity patches  
- Regenerate or plant new species  
- Release hardwoods  
- Barriers to crown fire & pathogens 


- 0.2 to 1+ acre 
- Sinuous,irregular shape 
- 0-5 trees per acre  


Heavy 
Thin 


- Mimic moderate severity patches 
- Release/protect old/large PP/DF/WL  
- Release hardwoods  
- Develop understory-midstory 
- Inhibit crown fire & pathogens 


- Single tree or clump  
release 
- 5-20% Max Stocking 
- Patch: 0.5 – 5+ ac. 


General 
Thin Area 


- Mimic low severity fire 
- Improve vigor & growth 
- Stimulate understory development 


- Majority of stand 
- 25-50% of full stockng 
- Variable pattern 







Stand Level 


±0 750 1,500375
Feet


How much 
variability? 
 
Percent in 
skips? 
 
Opening 
Size? 







Stand Level 


±0 750 1,500375
Feet


±0 750 1,500375
Feet


How much 
variability? 
 
Percent in 
skips? 
 
Opening 
Size? 







Unit 82


±1:4,000


Landscape Hierarchy 
Level Extent Grain 


Project Area - Watershed 10k-50k ac Stands neighborhoods 


Stand neighborhood (Block) 500-2000ac Stands 


Stands: 1-1000ac Tree-neighborhoods 


Tree Neighborhoods: sub-patches 0.1 – 2ac Clumps, individuals, openings. 











Stand Neighborhood 
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Legend
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Develop functional 
rationale for 
heterogeneity 







Stand Neigborhood/Block General Implications for Stands 


Landscape Needs/Goals: Shift structure stage from 6 towards 7 on drier PAGs. 
Create more complex SS6 on RC-WH sites 


Biophysical Context: 


PAG's, topography, soils 


More intensive treatments on drier slopes. 
More skips in cooler, moister areas of stands   


Structure, Composition, & 


Forest Health 


Shift species composition towards fire tolerants 
No major need to treat DMT & RR. May reduce levels  
Remove patches of mature LP in some stands 


 Bio-Hotspots Large portion untreated due to PMP & Riparian buffers 
Mesic sites, skips  patches with complex, large and 
old tree structure and high downed wood levels 
Dripline/HT around old PP-WL-DF.  
Openings/HT around Aspen 


Habitat Needs Large dense-multistory patches exist 
Avoid large areas of thinning (>5-10 acres) 
Create openings & HT areas for forage species 


Rx Fire & Wildfire: 


  


Need to break up continuity:, but tough to burn mesic  
Create a landscape of low-mod-high severity patches 
“Let fire do some of the work”.  
Most skips can be burned through.  Skips  torching 


Access-operational Issues 


  


Large areas dropped  no road access 
Areas difficult to yard within stands  can be skips 







 
- Retain large patches 
dense forests 
 
- Create large patches 
of low density 
 
- Opening already 
exist:, more future fire  
 
- Plenty of medium 
patches 
 
- Smaller patches 
within stands 


Stand Neighborhood 
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Stand Level 


Patch Type Dry Dominated  Mesic Dominated 


DFC Large tree, open mosaic 
(SS – 7, OFSS) 


Large tree, closed, multi-
story (SS- 6, OFMS) 


No-thin skips - Fewer: ~10-20% - More: ~20-50% 


Openings 
 & Heavy- Thin 


- More 20%+ - Less??  


General Thin 
Area 


- Lower density:  Individuals, 
clumps, & openings 


- Higher density, more 
patchy? 


Existing conditions: species composition, pathogens, etc. 
Landscape needs!   







Stand Level  
 
 
Skips: 
• Max thin area 4-10ac 


 


Openings – Heavy Thin 
neral Thin Ar 
ea 
General Thin Area 
• Avg: 60-120 BA: + range 
• Fine scale clumpy & gappy: 


don’t worry about spacing  
• Thin from ~below  
• PP=WL>DF>>RC>>>GF 
 


 
 


 
 







Implementation 
Patch 
Type 


Size Range/Density 


No-thin 
skips 


- Large: 1+acres 
- Small: 0.1 - 0.5 ac 


Openings - 0.2 to 1 acre 
- Sinuous, irregular shape 
- 0-5 trees per acre  


Heavy 
Thin 


- Single tree or clump 
release 
- 5-20% Max Stocking 
- Patch: 0.5 – 1+ ac. 


General 
Thin Area 


- Majority of stand 
- 25-50% of Max stocking 
-Variable pattern with 
individuals, clumps, & 
small openings  


DxP guidelines  
• ICO  
• Basal Area + target for 


large clumps 
• BA variation: 1/3rd low, 


1/3rd  mod, 1/3rd high 


FS Crews: Marking & 
Layout 











Designation 


Approach 


Achieving 


Complexity 


Layout 


Efficiency 


Operator 


Efficiency 


Implement


Flexibility  


Sale 


Admin. 


Efficiency 


Marking + - + - + 


Designation by 


Description (DxD) ~ + ~ - ~ 
Designation by 


Prescription (DxP) ~ + ~ + - 
Combination 


DxP/DXD & mark + ~ + + ~ 


Implementation 











Conclusions 


1. Pattern matters:  Resilience   Heterogeneity multiple scales 
• Landscape/Watershed scale:  
• Stands: skips, openings, variable thinning   
• Stand Neighborhood: tractable scale for work & add up.  
 


2. Set landscape up for mixed severity fire 
• Let fire do some work: comfort with Rx fire killing trees 
• Retaining more insect, pathogenic & DMT mortality 
  


3. Develop rationale for heterogeneity tailored to project area 
• No set percentages:  
• Dry stands   vs.  Mesic stands  
• Use topography; PAGs, existing conditions  
• Maximum thinned area without skip or opening 


 
4. Implementation 


• Focus on species & tree quality, not spacing  
• Mix of marking & DxP – DxD  
• Yes, more time, but can be efficient 


 
 







Next Steps 
Discussion Questions 


 
 


• This is complicated, but we can make some educated 
approaches 
 
 


• Need for more scientific guidance on pattern 
• FRV & HRV:  EMDS  
• Stand level guidelines 


 
 
• Need to monitor/research this approach 
   - Ecological effects 
 - Implementation challenges 
 
 











Power Lake Pr 
 
Power Lake Project 
 
-    Objectives: restore reslience,  set up for mixed severity fire:  replenish the mosaic Resilience  
heterogeneity  PATTERN MATTERS  


 
- Location & forest types  (3 PAGS) & historic disturbance regime,. Structure classes 


 
- Hierachy: Mosaic & heterogeneity: 
- Great: multiscale heterogeniety: How the hell to do it??? 


 
- Landscape Analysis  composition targets:  no pattern info 
- Stands: Know that we want skips & gaps 
- Power law principle 


 
- Landscape (project area) + stands   +  block of stands neighborhood 


- Within block:  add up percentages & range of patch sizes 
- Much already set: wildlife, road access, etc.  
- Use topography 
 


- Neighborhood Checklist:   
 


- Prescriptions for stands: 
- Dry  SS7 
- Mesic  SS6  or  7 .  


 
- GIS skips & major openings  


 
 


 







Pattern with Stand Neighborhood Block  


1. Create Initial Map of dropped areas & post-treatment conditions 
 


2. Define the functional rationale for skips and openings across block:   
 Habitat 
 Fire & other disturbances:  
 Species composition & forest health considerations 
 


3. Determine kinds and sizes of skips and openings  
 


4. Define a maximum thinned area patch size for  treated stands:   
 


5. Derive initial targets skips and openings for each stand:   
 


6. Adjust for: 
 Existing stand conditions 
 Old tree or  >21” trees populations 
 Prescribed fire:  
 Logging systems  
 Implementation Issues 
  











Unit 82


±1:4,000


Landscape Hierarchy 
Level Extent Grain 


Ecological Subregions 200k+ha Watersheds 
Local landscapes: watersheds 10k-50kha Stands 


Stands: successional & topo-edaphic patches 1-1000ha Tree-neighborhoods 
Sub-patches: Tree Neighborhoods 0.1 – 1ha Clumps, individuals, openings. 


Hessburg et al. 2000,. Ecological subregions of the Interior Columbia Basin, 
USA. Applied Vegetation Science. 3: 163-180  







North, et al. 2009. An Ecosystem Management Strategy for Sierran Mixed- Conifer Forests. USDA Forest Service: 


Quantifying Stand-Level Mosaics 


Neighborhoods of 
individuals, clumps, 
and openings. 


Pattern of 
neighborhoods 


Some clear 
patches, lots of 
gradient 


Past Methods not 
sufficient 







ICO Marking 








Mixed Conifer Forests  
   


How do they burn? 
 


Restoration Silviculture 
 







Fire Behavior 


• Topography 


• Influences site productivity and forest type/series 


• Weather/Climate 


• Interaction with vegetation 


• Fuels 


• Type and quantity 


• Continuity/spatial pattern 


• Recovery TIME post-fire 
 
 


 







Proportion of high severity patches 
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Fire regimes of Plant Association Groups  
In NWFP Area 


Perry et al. 2011  


A 


Lower total biomass 
     low total fuel loads 
     slow recovery post-fire 
Regular, lengthy fire seasons 
Frequent ignition and spread 
Topographic continuity 
Limited fuel ladders 
Long-lived species 
Fire-resistant tree species 
Slow, episodic recruitment 
Frequent, low-intensity fire 
Limited large openings 







Proportion of high severity patches 
(or ratio of large to small high severity patches) 
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Fire regimes of Plant Association Groups  
In NWFP Area 


Perry et al. 2011  


C 


Higher total biomass 
     higher total fuel loads 
     faster recovery 
Regular, moderate fire seasons 
Modest ignition and spread 
Topographic complexity 
Regular fuel ladders 
Short- and long-lived species 
Resistant trees and resilience 
Heavy, regular recruitment 
Modest, mixed-intensity fire 
Abundant large openings 
 







Proportion of high severity patches 
(or ratio of large to small high severity patches) 
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Fire regimes of Plant Association Groups  
In NWFP Area 


Perry et al. 2011  


B 
The whole mix in a 


disturbingly complex 
spatial and temporal 


relationship 







Potential 


Vegetation Type 


Typical Range of 


fire return 


intervals 


Range of fire 


severities 


Ponderosa Pine 


(dry to wet), 


Dry/Moist 


Douglas-fir, Dry 


Mixed Conifer, dry 


Grand Fir 


7-25 years  Primarily Low 


and mixed 


surface fire 


dominated 


Moist Mixed 


Conifer, Moist 


Grand Fir, and 


Douglas-fir 


25-50 years Mixed, with 


some high and 


low 


Moist to Wet 


Grand Fir, Moist 


Mixed Conifer 


50-100 years Mixed to high, 


with some low 


Wet Grand Fir, 


Cool Dry 


Subalpine Fir 


>100 years High with some 


mixed 


RESTORATION 
SILVICULTURE 


A. Dry 
• Multi-aged group selection  
• Low average biomass 
• Complex spatial pattern 
• Regular fire – annual 


 


B. Moist 
• MAGS w/ larger openings 
• Higher biomass/cover 
• More complex patterns 
• Regular fire (near annual) 


 


C. Wet 
• MAGS w/ even-aged units 
• Highest cover but variable 
• Most complex patterns 
• Episodic fire 







Mixed Species Forest 
Mixed Fire Behavior and Effects 
Mixed and Complex Silviculture 
Mixed Scales 
 


…and no way to do it without fire! 







Integrated Fireshed-Level Adaptive 
Management Evaluation Sites (iFLAMES) 


Landowner partner provides: 
• Modest-sized  watersheds/firesheds (>1500 acres) 
• Planned fuels and restoration treatments 


• >60% treatable 
 
OSU provides: 
• Design/review support (treatments and layout) 
• Pre-treatment data collection and synthesis 
• Monitoring and synthesis 







Integrated Fireshed-Level Adaptive 
Management Evaluation Sites (iFLAMES) 


Basic minimum design: 
• Three >100-acre replicates each of: 


• Light fuels reduction treatment (~low thinning) 
• Heavier restoration treatment (~MAGS) 
• Control 
• Optional burn-only treatment (some locations) 


 
Site history, GIS and permanent plots 
Overstory and understory data 
Implementation and effects monitoring  








Ecology and Management of  
Mixed Conifer Forest:  Science 


Synthesis and Management 
Implications 


 


Thomas A. Spies, PNW Research Station, 
 


Eastside Science Synthesis Team 


Thanks To Andrew Merschel, Keith Olsen, Ayn Shlisky  







East Side Science Synthesis Team 
• Stine, Peter (PNW) (Coordinator)  


• Fettig, Chris (PSW) 


• Hansen, Andy (Montana State University) 


• Hessburg, Paul (PNW) 


• Kramer, Marc (University of Florida) 


• Lehmkuhl, John (PNW. retired) 


• O’Hara, Kevin (UC Berkeley) 


• Polivka, Karl (PNW) 


• Singleton, Peter (PNW) 


• Spies, Thomas (PNW) 
 







Mixed Conifer Forests  501 
 


Landscape Diversity 
Dynamics 


Scale 
Challenges in Classification 


Human Impacts 
Restoration-Resilience 


Management  Considerations 
 
   
 







Mosaic of Potential Vegetation Types 


 


Southern Blue Mountains ILAP Eastern Oregon Cascades ILAP 







 


Eastern Cascades Oregon 







 


Eastern Washington Cascades  







Mt Sheridan Intensive Plot 







Mt. Sheridan Intensive Plot PIPO Distribution 







Pre Euro-American  
Fire Regimes 


Landfire 







Recent Wildfire  







 


Fire History 1500-1900 
 Eastern Ochoco Mountains 


Emily Heyerdahl Unpublished 







Fire History 1687-1900 Blue Mts  
Two Watersheds 


Heyerdahl and Agee 2001 


Median Freq = 30 yrs 
 Range 10-90% = 21-85 yrs 


Tucannon 
Mainly “Mesic” 
ABLA/ABGR 


Dugout 
Mainly “Dry” 
ABGR/PSME/PIPO 
Median Freq = 14 yrs 


Range 10-90% = 11-19 yrs 







Graphic by R. Van Pelt 


60 yrs 


Historical Dynamics of Fire in Ponderosa Pine 
 


80 yrs 20 yrs 


40 yrs 


0 yrs 


Fire Suppression 


Without Fire Suppression 


80 yrs 







Mixed Conifer 
Sierra Nevada 


Ponderosa Pine 
Oregon Drawings by R. Van Pelt 







Successional Pathways in Mixed Conifer Forests Across 
Eastern Oregon and Washington 







Interaction of disturbance, successional 
pathway and classification  


• Series based on “climax” or late successional tree species 
for a site  e.g. grand fir vs ponderosa pine 


• With long periods of fire exclusion, grand fir populations 
and seed sources increase across landscapes 


• Grand fir can more easily invade sites that would have 
been PIPO sites under more frequent fire regime (“mass 
effects”) 


• Classifications of PVT based on presence of grand fir in 
understory reflect disturbance history as much as 
environmental conditions 


• Use age rather than composition to sort out sites that 
were historically PIPO or Grand fir    







Effects of Wildfire 
• Small (1-50 ha) to medium-sized (100-5,000 ha) fire events  


represented 85-95% of fires 


• Broke-up patterns of surface and canopy fuels across the 
landscape 


• Interrupted the flow of larger 
fires, often limiting their spread 
 


• Large fires (>5000 ha) were 
much rarer, but accounted for  
most of the burned area (75-
95%)    


 







Heterogeneity is the Key  


  







Insects and Disease 


 


Douglas fir tussock moth 


Spruce Budworm 


Dwarf Mistletoe Armillaria root disease 


Mountain Pine Beetle 







Wildlife habitat 







How have Euro-Americans 
humans changed this landscape? 


• Grazing 


• Collapse of Indian 


    burning 


• Logging 


• Roads 


• Fire Suppression 


• Development 


• Invasive species 


• Recreation sites  


 and activities  







 


Heyerdahl, unpublished 


Ochoco Mtns 


Altered landscapes and fire 
regimes 







Mt Bachelor 


Lava Butte 


View West from Horse Ridge Area  


Arnold Ice Cave 


30-70% reduction in large old pines 


Today 







Current Conditions 
• Contemporary 


western mixed conifer 
forests are:  


• Overly Dense  


• Selectively logged 


• Clear cut  


• Contain invasive 
species  


• Expanding disease and 
insect infestations 


• High severity fires 


• Stressed by changing 
climate 


 







Dry Mixed Conifer Age Structure 







Moist Mixed Conifer Age Structure  







Wet Mixed Conifer Age Structure 







Historical and Current Mixed 
Conifer Densities (TPHectare) 
Historical Densities 


• 68 TPH Hagmann et al.  


Submitted 


• 136-152 TPH (Munger 


1917) 


• 219-275 Dry mixed 
conifer Eastern 
Cascades Oregon 
(Baker 2012) 


Current Densities 


• 234 TPH  PIPO and 
Dry Mixed Conifer, 
south central Oregon 
(Hagmann et al. submitted) 


• 425-553  Dry to 
Moist Mixed conifer 
Eastern Cascades 
Oregon, (Merschel et al. 


unpublished) 







Current Landscapes 
Fire Exclusion, High Severity Fire, Plantations  


 







 


Pole Creek Fire 2012  Deschutes NF 







Age Structure of Burnt Sites in Pole Creek Fire  
Site 2059 (Dry) 


Site 2208 (Moist) 


Site 2047 (Wet) 


Dry 


Moist 


Wet 


Dry Mixed Conifer 


Moist Mixed Conifer 


Moist Mixed Conifer 


Moist Mixed Conifer 


Moist Mixed Conifer 


Wet Mixed Conifer 







Cool PDO Warm PDO Warm PDO 


      Area burned – Western U.S., 1916 - 2007 


        Fire suppression          Fire exclusion        Fuel accumulation  


      Lots of fire               Much less fire            Lots of fire 
Courtesy of David Peterson 
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Climate Change and Fire 
Projections of Future Area Burned (average of A1, A1B Scenarios)  


for Eastern Cascades of Washington 


Littell et al. 2009 







In Summary 


• Diversity in 
composition and 
structure was the 
rule  


• Disturbance a key 
driver;  native insect, 
disease, wildfire, and 
abiotic disturbance 
processes 


• Human activity has 
significantly altered 
disturbance regimes 
and structure and 
composition 


Funk Mountain, Okanogan County, Washington 







What does Restoration Mean? 
USDA Forest Service: 
“Restoration is the process of 
assisting the recovery of an 
ecosystem that has been 
degraded, damaged, or 
destroyed. Ecological restoration 
focuses on re-establishing the 
composition, structure, pattern, 
and ecological processes 
necessary to facilitate terrestrial 
and aquatic ecosystem 
sustainability, resilience, and 
health under current and future 
conditions.”  







Restoration  
Re-establish the self-
organizing, self-
maintaining, and 
adaptive capacities of 
ecosystems.  


This is done by restoring 
ecological patterns and 
processes.  


 


Goal of healthier, more 
resistant, more resilient 
ecosystems, even if they 
are not exactly the same 
systems as before.  


Grand Ronde Watershed, NE Oregon 
si=stand initiation, seoc=stem exclusion open 
canopy, secc=stem exclusion closed canopy, 
ur=understory re-initiation, yfms-young forest 
multi-story, ofms=old forest multi-story, ofss=old 
forest single story  







What do we Restore? 
Ecosystem Composition, Structure, 
and Function 


• Composition: 
• Conifers (pines, firs), some 


hardwoods, shrubs, openings, 


and a diverse array of  fauna 


• Structure 
• different seral stages, densities 


of  vegetation, individual trees 


and logs (cavities, platforms, 


etc.) 


• Function 
• Processes that drive systems, e.g. 


fire, climate, flooding 







Reference Conditions 
IS HRV DEAD? 


• Historical Range of 
Variation (HRV) 


• Restoration of 
conditions that 
may have 
occurred in the 
past under 
certain 
circumstances.  







Resilience to the Rescue? 
Evolving  Scientific Perspectives  


• Engineering 
 Resilience 
 


 
• Ecological 
 Resilience 


 
• Socio-Ecological 
Resilience 


Based on Folke 2006 
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   Path to Resilience:  


• Through Iterative steps that 
allow for changing socio-
ecological system and 
knowledge 
 


• Overcome Inertia to 
restorative change because 
of alterations of pattern and 
process—e.g. abundant seed 
sources of grand fir 


 
• Deal with Hysteresis--can’t 


simply reverse the process—
e.g. just add fire back in need 
to reduce fuels first  







Landscape Heterogeneity as Framework for 
creating Restoration/Resilience 


• Ecosystems are 
controlled by 
spatial and 
temporal 
heterogeneity of 
patterns and 
processes. 


• Heterogeneous 
landscapes:  more 
likely that 
disturbances in are  
brief and spatially 
confined. 







Future Range of Variation (FRV) 


Focus on 
reestablishing the 
resilience and 
adaptive capacity 
of conifer 
ecosystems within 
the context of 
current and future 


landscape and 
climatic conditions. 


 


 


Littell et al. 2009 


Douglas-fir at risk under future climate 







Climate Change  
Adaptation and mitigation 
approaches may be divided 
into short- and long-term 
options. 
  
The "5-R strategies“   
• increase resistance,  
• promote resilience,  
• enable response,  
• encourage re-alignment, 


and  
• implement practices to 


reduce the human 
influence on climate.  







Restoration of Habitat for Old Forest Dependent Species; 
Nesting/Denning/Resting Habitat (fine scale view) 


Nesting/denning/resting 


sites are crucial 


– suitable structures (platforms, 


cavities, large snags and logs) 


are key 


– These features have been 


significantly reduced over the 


last 100 years 


– Movement corridors (cover 


from predators, access to 


food)—riparian areas appear to 


be heavily used 







Spatial Framework for 
Restoration/Resilience  


Nested Landscape Units; Patches, Watersheds, and 
Landscapes 


• A regional landscape can 
be viewed as a hierarchy 
of mosaics;  


 


• Watersheds as organizing 
units within which work is 
designed and executed, 
and evaluated 







Landscape Context Evaluation  
An Initial Checklist 


Current patterns and departures of vegetation 
structure and composition;  


Spread potential for wildfires, insect outbreaks, 
and disease pandemics across stands and 
landscapes  


Interactions with road, trail, and stream networks;  


Wildlife habitat abundance, distribution, and 
sustainability;  


Minimum roads analysis (i.e., which of the existing 
system roads are essential and affordable)  







Use Topography  
Use topographic factors 


such as slope, aspect, 


and slope position.   


 


Ridgetops typically have 


the lowest stem density, 


midslope forest density 


and composition varies 


with aspect.  


 


Bottoms of  drainages 


support riparian forest 


with high canopy cover. 







Silviculture for Achieving  
Landscape Resilience 


• Connect patch/stand-
level and landscape 
level assessments 


• Stand-level is the 
operational level to 
meet landscape 
objectives 


• Reducing density and 
enhancing stand 
complexity will be a 
central silvicultural 
objective in most  
landscapes 







How do we Manage for Heterogeneity? 
• Thinning trees 


• Emphasis on smaller trees 


• Create patches; focus on some 


areas more than others 


• Rebalance the species 


composition  


• More fire tolerant species   


• Many fewer shade tolerants 


• Allow fires to burn where 


safe and feasible 


• Wildfire 


• Prescribed fire 


• Understand and emulate 


the inherent patchiness of  


landscapes  







Vegetation Guidelines  


• Maintain/restore 
backbone of medium 
to large old and fire 
tolerant trees 


• Ditto for snags > 15” 


• Diameter limits 
without regard to 
species and age limit 
scope for ecological 
restoration   


 


• Use PVT, topography, 
disturbance regime 
to prioritize stand 
level treatments 


• Not all mixed conifer 
sites need the same 
level or type of 
restoration 







Old Clearcuts/Plantations 


• May need restructuring 
• Variable density thinning 
• Regeneration harvest 


      


• Promote growth of fire 
tolerant trees and spatial 
heterogeneity  







Land Management Decisions Must 
Address both Risk and Uncertainty 


• Research can help characterize risks, 
uncertainties and tradeoffs 


 


• Social acceptability a critical dimension for 
management and social science research  


 







Information Needs 
• Disturbance and succession history of mixed conifer 


(MC) forests  


• Variation in MC structure, composition and disturbance 
regime at multiple scales 


• Guidelines for prioritizing restoration activities 


• Tradeoffs between active and passive approaches to 
restoration 


• Landscape-scale framework for whole-landscape 
planning and management 


• Future Range of Variability 







Conclusions 


• Mixed conifer forest are ecologically diverse at 
multiple spatial scales-ecoregion to landscape 
to stand 


• Low to mixed severity fire regimes were key 


• Euro-American activities have altered patterns 
and processes in different ways with many 
undesirable outcomes 







Conclusions 


• Restoration is needed but challenging for 
many reasons 


• Resilience frameworks needed to recognize 
dynamics and interactions of both ecological 
and social realms 


• Management-research-stakeholder 
partnerships needed to translate knowledge 
into action and to adapt to new information 







 







 







Research-Management 
Collaboration 


• Pick right people, build 
personal relationships   


• Identify roles, 
responsibilities and 
constraints 


• Joint planning 
• Joint investment 
• Short and long-term 


products 
• Capture and share lessons  


learned 
 


Researchers 


Managers 







Restoraton-Resilience Concepts 


 








    USDA Forest Service 
     Pacific Northwest Region 


  







    
  


Restoration. The process of assisting 
the recovery of an ecosystem that has 
been degraded, damaged, or destroyed. 


 


Ecological restoration focuses on reestablishing the 
composition, structure, pattern, and ecological processes 
necessary to facilitate terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems 
sustainability, resilience, and health under current and 
future conditions. 







• Recognition that landscapes are 
departed because of fire exclusion, 
insect outbreaks, invasive species, 
climate change, and other factors  
 


•  This has culminated in a call for     
action, supported by the public 


 
•  The question arises: What is the 


magnitude of the need for 
restoration? 
 


  
 







• A quick but meaningful assessment 
requested by the Regional forester 
 


•  “Shorthand” needed to describe the 
restoration need 


 
•   Fire Regime   Condition Class 


(FRCC) fits this need well 
 


  
 







Class Ref Cur Sim 


Early Seral 15 0 0 


Mid Closed 10 45 10 


Mid Open 25 0 0 


Late Open 40 0 0 


Late Closed 10 15 10 


Uncharacteristic 0 40 0 


Sum 100 100 20 


Departure = 100 – 20 = 80; Veg-Fuel CC = 3 
(CC1 – 0-33; CC2 – 34-66; CC3 – 67-100) 


Ponderosa Pine – Douglas-fir 
Fire Regime Group I – Frequent Surface & Mixed 







FRCC Standard 5 Box Model:   PP/DF  


Succession Disturbance 


A:  Early post-


replacement (15%) 


B:  Mid-closed (10%) 


C:  Mid-open (25%) 


D:  Late-open (40%) 


E:  Late-closed (10%) 







• Ecological measure of the departure 
from the natural range of variation 
(NRV) 
 


•  Accepted interagency method since 
2002 


 
 


 
  


 







 
• Determined seral stage departure 


from NRV at appropriate scale 
 


• Then sought to identify just how 
many acres actually needed to be 
treated, by seral stage, to move the 
watershed into sustainable range of 
variation 
 


 
 
 


 
  


 







 
 Suggests mgt scenarios: 


 CC1 = maintain/recruit 
 CC2 = reduce 
 CC3 = reduce 


Percent 


Difference 


(%) 


Relative Amount 
Std-level 


FRCC 


<33 Similar, Under  
Represented, Trace 1 


33 to 66 Over Represented 2 


>66 Abundant 3 
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D.  
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E.  
Late seral 


closed 


U. 
Uncharacteristic 


vegetation 


Historic 
range of 
variation (%) 


Current (%) 


12% 
actively 
treated 


10% 
actively 
treated 


4% 
actively 
treated 


Create 
10% 
from  


B, E, U 


Create 
3% 


from B, 
E, U 


Overall departure from HRV = FRCC 2 
26% needs active restoration 


Create 
10% 
from  


B, E, U 


seral stage Graphic by Ayn Shlisky, USFS 











Metrics 


National Forests Lands Only (Administrative Boundaries) 


Malheur Umatilla Wallowa Whitman Ochoco Total Pilot Area 


Reserve Nonreserve Total Reserve 
Nonreserv


e Total Reserve 
Nonreserv


e Total Reserve Nonreserve Total Reserve 
Nonreserv


e Total 


Total National Forest Area 88,320 1,376,967 1,465,287 319,400 1,087,687 1,407,087 720,395  1,672,113 2,392,508 36,200 814,833 851,033 1,164,315 4,951,600 6,115,915 


Forested Land (acres)   67,821 1,523,477 1,591,298 294,433 1,068,651 1,363,084 415,999 1,509,885 1,925,884 76,042 531,123 607,165 854,295 4,633,136 5,487,431 


Forested Land Needing Restoration (acres) 52,038 1,062,371 1,114,409 187,606 594,842 782,448 265,121 958,853 1,223,974 53,402 321,226 374,628 558,167 2,937,292 3,495,459 


Forested Land Needing Restoration (%) 77% 70% 70% 64% 56% 57% 64% 64% 64% 70% 60% 62% 65% 63% 64% 


Forested Land Needing Active Restoration 
(acres) 28,170 579,671 607,841 99,067 313,666 412,733 134,727 518,427 653,154 28,174 170,921 199,095 290,138 1,582,685 1,872,823 


Forested Land Needing Active Restoration (%) 42% 38% 38% 34% 29% 30% 32% 34% 34% 37% 32% 33% 34% 34% 34% 







  GIS work by Chris Ringo 
  Ayn Shlisky 
  Bill Aney 
  Tracy Beck 
  Sarah Crim 
  Tom DeMeo 
  Kim Mellen-Mclean 


 
 
 
 


 
  


 








Considering the influence of  climate change in managing 


mixed conifer forests 


   James Dickinson, Landscape Analyst 


                          Okanogan Wenatchee NF 







Expected Climate Change Impacts 
 
• Warmer Temperatures 
• Reduced precipitation and/or snowpack 


Changes in physiology and ecology of 
organisms  due to increased temperatures 
and moisture deficit  


Potential for increased vulnerability to insect 
and disease 


Increase in severity and frequency of wildfire 
season 


Elevation and latitudinal shifts in 
distributions 


 


Expectations: 







Source: Climate Impacts Group 
www.cses.washington.edu/data/data 











Interior Columbia Basin 
Ecosystem Management 
Project (ICBEMP) 


Hessburg et al. 2000 


Ecological subregions of the Interior Columbia Basin 


54 ESRs 


Based on: 


• Temperature 
• Precipitation 
• Solar insolation 
• PVG 
• Bailey’s Eco’s. 







• Temperature 
• Precipitation 







Landscape metrics are computed for an attribute (e.g. 
Structure) for the entire mosaic. 


Richness  (PR) 
Diversity (SHDI, N1, N2) 
Evenness (MSiEI, Alatalo’s) 
Arrangement (Contag., IJI) 







Class metrics measure the aggregate properties of the 
patches belonging to a single class or patch type. 


Percent Land 
Largest Patch index 


Patch Density 
Mean Patch size 


Mean nearest neighbor 
Edge Density 


Aggregation Index 
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Key Points: 


• Climate Change will have a regional impact 
• Predictions are not at a scale to indicate where, 


how, or if organisms will adapt 
• Ecosystem effects will lag behind climate but 


interactions with disturbance will dictate rate of 
change 


• Managers should expect some existing resilience to 
climate change given time 


• Maintaining a Mixed Conifer component on the 
landscape will likely require nuanced management 
of the vegetation patterns and compositions that 
drive disturbance… both within and outside of MC. 
 







Concluding Remarks: 


 There are no correct answers 


 Management should look to nudge ecosystem patterns and 


compositions to influence process 


 OWNF climate change approach is an attempt maintain our current 


organisms and buy them critical time to adapt 
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Climate Change 












Mixed Conifer Forests 101 
   


What and Where are They? 
 







Vegetation Classification 


• Series Level—Climax/late successional  tree 
species in that environment, e.g. Ponderosa Pine, 
Grand Fir, Mountain Hemlock 


 


• Plant Associations (Climax overstory/understory 
community) 


 


• Various subdivisions and aggregations of the above 


 
 


 







A Definition of Mixed Conifer Forests  
 


Diverse Forest Type where:  


1. Grand fir, white fir, Douglas-fir are the late-
successional species (e.g. Series) 


2. Typically contain old shade-intolerant/fire-tolerant 
species:  


• Ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, or western larch 


3. Low to mixed-severity fire regime 


4. Not too hot and dry, not too cold and wet 


5. More productive than Ponderosa Pine  







Environmental Distribution of 
Major Forest Types and Series 
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Dominant Fire Severity Regimes 
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Proportion of high severity patches 
(or ratio of large to small high severity patches) 
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Old growth mixed-conifer Central Oregon 
 
 


Xeric Dry-mixed conifer                                                                       Mesic Wet-mixed conifer 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


Andrew Merschel 







Potential 


Vegetation Type 


Typical Range of 


fire return 


intervals 


Range of fire 


severities 


Ponderosa Pine 


(dry to wet), 


Dry/Moist 


Douglas-fir, Dry 


Mixed Conifer, dry 


Grand Fir 


7-25 years  Primarily Low 


and mixed 


surface fire 


dominated 


Moist Mixed 


Conifer, Moist 


Grand Fir, and 


Douglas-fir 


25-50 years Mixed, with 


some high and 


low 


Moist to Wet 


Grand Fir, Moist 


Mixed Conifer 


50-100 years Mixed to high, 


with some low 
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Cool Dry 


Subalpine Fir 
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mixed 







Major Potential  
Vegetation Groups 


        ILAP 


Area of Dry and Moist 
Mixed Conifer ~ 12 million ac 








Taking the landscape perspective: The 
Integrated Landscape Assessment Project 


Joshua Halofsky (WA Dept. of Natural Resources)  
and Miles Hemstrom (Institute for Natural Resources) 







Integrated Landscape 
Assessment Project 







Why? 


• Consistent Data 


• Integration 







> 50 jobs 


> 250 vegetation 
models 


> 40 spatial  
data layers 


 24 wildlife  
species 


> 10,000 fuel beds  


3 climate scenarios 


Decision support 
systems 


 Northwest Specs 


Treatment economics 







Vegetation  
Models 


 


 


  







Interpretations 


Acres & 
proportions 


Relationships to: 
 







Putting it all 
together 
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Final thoughts 


http://oregonstate.edu/inr/ilap 


• Most useful for ‘what if’ questions 
 
• Compliments finer-scale  efforts 


 
 








Restoration Principles 
 1. Restore functioning ecosystems by enhancing ecological processes 


 2. Apply adaptive management approach 


 3. Use appropriate scale of integrated analysis to prioritize and design 
 restoration activities 


 4. Monitor restoration outcomes 


 5. Reestablish fire as a natural process on the landscape 


 6. Consider social constraints and seek public support for reintroducing fire on 
 the landscape 


 7. Engage community and interested parties in the restoration process 


 8. Improve terrestrial and aquatic habitats and connectivity 


 9. Emphasize ecosystem goods and services and sustainable land management  


10. Integrate restoration with socio-economic well-being 


11. Enhance the education and recreation activities to build support for 
 restoration 


12. Protect and improve overall watershed health, including stream health, soil 
 quality, and function, and riparian function 


13. Establish and maintain a safe road and trail system that is ecologically 
 sustainable 







Restoration Projects in Complex Forest Types  
(Appendix C) 
Ecological restoration in mixed conifer/mixed severity fire regimes may be more complicated than in low to mid-elevation 
ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and western larch forests. At the same time, given the need for restoration, the ecological 
reality of human-caused, landscape-scale impacts, and the anticipated impacts arising from changes in climate, these 
complexities should not be avoided. 
 
Mixed Conifer/Mixed Severity Fire Regime stands (MC/MSF) pose specific challenges and opportunities for restoration 
work. Some are scientific: there is more variability and room for ecological interpretation in these stands. Others are 
social: The diverse interests that are represented by the MFRC worked hard to develop functional “zones of agreement”, 
which helped overcome historic disagreement and distrust. Building on that progress is fundamental to further positive 
outcomes on the ground. For these reasons, initial work in MC/MSF should be based on guidelines that withstand 
scientific scrutiny, further enhance trust, and are designed to achieve results that can be monitored and validated over 
time. The following Appendix for MC/MSF expands upon Principles 1 and 5 and will be implemented, reviewed, 
evaluated and re-approved by consensus after five years of utilization. 


 



http://www.montanarestoration.org/van_upload/UP0000000135.pdf





Suggestions for Assessment of Mixed Severity/Mixed 
Conifer Fire Regime Projects: 
• A history of fire suppression or the absence of fire, by itself may not justify restoration, given that mixed severity stands naturally vary from 
low to high severity. Specific conditions highlight the need for restoration. The need should be documented and described.  
 
• Restoration objectives should be described in terms of desired stand structure, species composition, species diversity, as well as ecological 
processes that promote resilience to ecosystem components.  
 
• Utilize best available science, including modeling of impacts under alternative scenarios, where feasible. Assess existing stand and landscape 
conditions to determine restoration needs, and what treatments are appropriate to meet goals and objectives.  
 
• Seek initial opportunities in lower elevation MC/MSF areas where agreement on restoration work has already been developed within roaded 
landscapes close to communities. Consider that the introduction of mechanical treatments in previously unmanaged areas may be 
controversial.  
 
• Give particular consideration to unique and special areas. Identify Old Growth, Inventoried Roadless Areas (IRA) and other special areas (e.g. 
aspen, riparian) that have unique characteristics worthy of protection and/or special treatment. Consider that a zone of agreement does not 
presently exist for mechanical treatment in unaltered IRAs.  
 
• Consider the diversity of stand structure, composition and patchiness at a landscape level and its contribution to forest ecosystem resilience, 
including fish and wildlife habitat, in determining the restoration goals in a specific project area.  
 
• Consider historical conditions as well as predicted changes to composition and structure due to climate change. Restoration treatments may 
alter future conditions so that fires burn with more natural intensities and patterns. The composition, structure, and spatial patterns of some 
portions of the landscape may be modified to accommodate predicted increases in fire severity. The return to diverse size classes across the 
landscape is also expected to reduce the incidence of native insect and disease out-breaks in the future.  
 
• Projects should consider the resiliency and longevity of old growth. To accomplish these goals, mechanical treatments may be required.  
 
• Ensure that project objectives and design enable and include monitoring – before and after treatment.    
 
• Recognizing public concerns about the use and re-introduction of fire, projects should be designed with a strong public education/involvement 
and outreach component.  
       


 








































A Restoration Strategy for the eastern slope 
of the Cascades 


James Dickinson, Richy Harrod, Paul Hessburg, Sr., William Gaines, 
Andrea Lyons 
Okanogan-Wenatchee NF and Wenatchee Forestry Sciences 
Laboratory 







Presentation Objectives 
• Restoration Strategy 


• Benefits 
• Process 
• Timeline 


• Need 
• Resilience 
• Landscapes 
• Process, pattern, function 


• Details 
• Outputs 
• Scales of analysis 
• Reference Conditions 
• PLTA 







Key Forest Restoration Issues 


– Restoring Resiliency 
– Spotted Owl Recovery 
– Climate Change 
– Road/Aquatic Evaluation 
– Adaptive Management and 


Monitoring 
 







 Doing the right things in the right places 
– Identify priority areas 


– Make transparent decisions 


– Prepare for the future 


 Focused field work, realistic timelines 


 Efficient planning, NEPA 


 Integrated set of desired conditions 


 Emphasize and plan for outcomes 


 Incorporates science, support, collaborations 


Benefits of the Strategy 







Landscape Evaluation 
• Current state  w/rspct to ROV 


• Decision makers’ priorties 


Potential Landscape  
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Timeline 


Photointerpretation  
Processing, analysis 


Landscape level diagnosis 
/prescription 


PLTA diagnosis/prescription 
/alternative development 


Field Recon, verification of feasibility, 
stand level, and other NEPA issues as 
usual 


20,000 – 30,000 
acres of analyzed 
landscape + data 


5-10,000ac. of 
proposed action, with 
stand specific 
objectives, prescriptions 
and effects 


7 days 


27 days 
add 20 days 


for additional 







“Ecosystem restoration” is ecologically based and ecosystem 
services are the tangible outputs. 


Resilience is “the  capacity of an ecosystem to 
tolerate disturbance without collapsing into a 
qualitatively different state … A resilient 
ecosystem can withstand shocks and rebuild 
itself when necessary.  - Walker et al 2004 







Why NOT stand level management? 











Size  
Quantity 
Configuration  
Uniqueness 
Interactions 







Landscape metrics are computed for an attribute (e.g. 
Structure) for the entire mosaic. 


Class metrics measure the aggregate properties of the patches belonging 
to a single class or patch type (e.g. stand initiation within Structure) 







~70 derived 
attributes; wildlife, 
fire, vegetation, I&D. 
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Potential Landscape Treatment Areas 


• Landscape Rx  P&N 


• 3-5 PLTAs per subwatershed 


• ~ 5-10k acres each 


• Chosen based data in underlying tables 


• Can have multiple projects per PLTA 







Conclusions 
The Restoration Strategy: 
• addresses analysis, policy, and ecoystem issues. 


 
• provides a robust analysis of how processes functioned 


across large landscapes, not just stands, and is supported by 
ecological theory  
 


• provides enough data so that the user can ask, and answer 
nearly any question of the landscape 
 


• provides a framework for planning efficiencies,  long term 
monitoring, and adaptive management 


Policy 


Science Efficiency 
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Historical Landscapes 











Hypothetical development trajectory of five landscapes 


samples 







• Major Flow Routes 
• Fireline Intensity 
• Rate of Spread 


 Modeled using current fuels maps 
 No ROV 
 Incorporated using the DSS 











Photo Interpreted Attributes 


 12 attributes collected; 70 derived 
 Attributes  wildlife habitat, fire and insect risk 


• % Canopy cover 
• # Canopy layers 
• Species composition 


(overstory, 
understory) 


• Tree size 
• Clumpiness of trees 












Restoration forestry in the southwestern 
Crown of the Continent 


Melanie Parker, Marnie Criley, and Travis Belote 







Collaboration in the  Southwestern Crown of the Continent 







Spruce-Fir 
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Mixed severity 


High severity 
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Variability in space and time 







Departure? In need of restoration or management? 







Mixed severity fire 
Diverse landscape mosaic of forest 


structure, environmental 
conditions, and habitats 


High beta diversity 
across landscape 


Historical condition 


Existing condition + Climate change 


Fire suppressed & 
Timber harvesting 


Homogenization of forest 
structure, environmental 
conditions, and habitats 


Low beta diversity 
across landscape 


Homogenizing landscape feedbacks 


widespread stand replacement fire 


Diversity-maintaining landscape feedbacks 
patch creating mixed severity fire 


Current departure from historical conditions? 







 







 


High β-diversity: landscape memory sustains diversity 


Low β-diversity: contagious landscape at risk of homogenizing fire 







Think beyond stands 







Restoration:  
        From stand structure to landscape process 







 Got heterogeneity? 







Low severity Mixed severity High severity A B 







We are missing low severity component of mixed severity forests 
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Restoration?  
From stand structure to landscape pattern & process 


Passive 
Let fires burn  
 


Active with Rx fire and mechanical 
Prepare the landscape to burn? 


Mimic landscape pattern? 







 


Let fires burn 







 


Use wildland and prescribed fire 







Thin and burn to restore the low severity component 







 


Mimicking fire 







Larson, Belote, Williamson, and Aplet In review JOF 







Active Collaborative Adaptive Management 


Applying alternative approaches - reflecting 
diverse perspectives – to facilitate collaborative 
learning 







Example: Dalton Mountain, Lincoln, Montana  
Southwestern Crown of the Continent CFLRP 


Slick it off 


Make it 
patchy 


Not a 
priority 


Alternatives 











 


Adaptive management views policies as hypotheses… Most 
policies are really questions masquerading as answers.  


 


Since policies are questions, then management actions 
become treatments in the experimental sense.  


Lance H. Gunderson (2000)  


‘Ecological resilience – in theory and application’ Annual Review of Ecol and Systematics 







Control 
Aggregated Retention 
Leave tree regeneration  


Treatments = collaboratively determined alternatives: 
which alternative best meets ecological, economic and 
social objectives? 
 


Replication and randomization with controls 
 


Pretreatment data 







Two Mules 











 Take homes 


• Landscape perspective essential 


• Low severity fire is missing component 


• Mimicking fire or preparing for fire? 


• Experimental approach sets up scientific 
management while honoring social 
perspectives 







Two Mules 





